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HeadteacHer’s Welcome

‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

As we approach the end of the year, we have an opportunity to celebrate all of the brilliant achievements 
of our students, pupils and colleagues, who with the support of our brilliant parents, have ensured our 
community has thrived through 2019. Next week, we will be producing a special newsletter to review all 

of the achievements of the year, so far. This is, therefore, my last column of the year and a final opportunity to 
say thank you.

It is truly a privilege to lead this school. Every day is very different, but the opportunity to work with children 
is really special and as I’ve walked into lessons this week, I could have lost myself in the fabulous teaching, the 
engaging and challenging activities and the enthusiasm of our pupils.

There are too many highs to mention in one article, but for me it was fabulous to be invited to become a Peter Jones Academy 
and to gain our Computing School status. Two national accolades alongside our ‘Outstanding Outcomes Award’ from the SSAT 
and being invited, for the second time, to have the schools work highlighted in Parliament.

We have seen so many curriculum and enrichment visit’s during 2019, including: Year 13 conducting experiments at York 
University; the brilliant Science visit to Drax; our mathematicians competing against other schools and winning; the equestrian 
team going from strength to strength; the BBC live Orchestra performing to our pupils, the 17th Century Art workshop and 
EntFest with Peter Jones.

Our children, have also, formed their own companies and manufacturing products to sell. The candles are a particular success I 
feel and the school Open Evening with numerous stalls in the main corridor selling different items produced by pupils was a true 
enterprise success. The performances have also been a clear highlight and I am particularly looking forward to the Christmas 
Concert next week. I am also very proud of those pupils who took it upon themselves to have their leadership and desire to make 
a difference for the betterment of our wider community, through the Archbishop of York’s Leadership Award.

I need to mention our Equestrian Team, Clay Shooting, Pentathlon Challenge and the many other truly unique and fabulous 
clubs offered and led by parents, colleagues and volunteers for our community. It really is a sign of great parental support when 
opportunities like these are provided by people giving their time freely to support the community and our pupils. Sporting 
successes have also been extensive. The number of competitions is a real credit to our dedicated small team of PE colleagues 
who spend many evenings in the wet and cold, especially at this time of year, coaching and cheering on our pupils. The breath of 
sports and competitions is stunning and we have received numerous accolades this year, all documented week by week in our 
newsletter.

Finally, the number of international visits and their popularity has continued to grow. These are life changing opportunities, to 
experience different cultures and meet different people.

Any summary can never recognise all the achievements of a community. It has been another exceptional year and I look forward 
to 2020 with great excitement. I believe, as a school, we will continue to thrive, to provide a unique vision for education with 
every child known and cared for as an individual, supported and challenged to grow in character and academic ability.

Our challenge now is to ensure those values that define our community continue to be at the heart of all we do, that our pupils 
continue to achieve the highest academic standards and grow in personality and character, as we manage our school’s 

popularity, over subscription and a desire to remain a small, welcoming and caring community.  

Do have a wonderful Christmas and Happy New Year.

Mr J Britton
HeadteacHer
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‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

 

HOW TO IMPROVE ACADEMIC BUOYANCY
Have you heard of the term ‘Academic Buoyancy’? Chances are you haven’t, but it may be one of the most 
important psychological areas in education. Academic Buoyancy describes student’s and pupilsability to deal with 
typical school setbacks, challenges and pressures that are part of the ordinary course of life.

These include:
· Getting bad grades
· Challenging homework
· Coursework deadline
· Exam stress

THE 5 C’S OF ACADEMIC BUOYANCY

Researchers from the University of Sydney and the University of Oxford have investigated how to help students 
and pupils develop their Academic Buoyancy. They refer to their model as the 5 Cs; Composure, Confidence, 
Co-ordination, Commitment and Control. If we can help them develop these areas, it will help them manage the 
everyday challenges that they face at school.

Composure – This refers to helping students and pupils manage anxiety. There is no one set way to do this. We 
recommend creating an environment that reduces the fear of failure (the most common ones include the fear of 
shame and embarrassment and the fear of an uncertain future), as well as teaching them skills to handle exam and 
revision pressure.

Confidence – In the research, this is referred to as ‘self-efficacy’, which is akin to situation specific confidence. 
Strategies to improve this include addressing negative beliefs that students and pupils have about themselves and 
effective goal setting. Positive self-talk also helps in this area. 

Co-ordination – Key to students and pupils being able to co-ordinate their work-load is to not fall foul of ‘The 
Planning Fallacy’. The planning fallacy describes the tendency that people are poor predictors of how long future 
tasks will take, often underestimating it. This is often linked to procrastination. Tips to overcome this include 
starting early, don’t do the hard task last and to effectively manage your revision environment to minimise 
distractions. Getting plenty of sleep and regular routines, such as: a set bedtime and eating breakfast, will also help 
students and pupils with coordination by allowing them to plan tasks accordingly as they will know how many hours 
in a day they have available to complete tasks.

Commitment – This refers to helping students and pupils persist at tasks for longer. A lot of the current research in 
this area often relates to ‘grit’, which is the combination of passion and persistence. Seeing tasks as small steps to 
be built on could help with this. Planning longer answers should get them to build it into an assay one step or layer 
at a time. Breaking things into smaller tasks make it seem like less of a mountain to climb, allowing them to persists 
to the end without feeling overwhelmed. 

Control – Help students and pupils create a sense of ownership. Strategies that should aid this include giving 
regular, helpful and constructive feedback as well as helping them focus on individual development and 
improvement, instead of comparing themselves to others. This self-referenced focus is more stable and durable 
and as a result is much more within one’s own control.

Mrs S Smith
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Our bodies and minds are very closely linked, so things that we do to improve our 

physical wellbeing can help our mental wellbeing as well. 

As parents and carers, we can play a very important role in our child’s health. 

Top Tips for Parents

Raising a family is an art form. Here are ten tips for parents to help you at difficult times:

1. Identify your child's strengths. You can use them to build your child’s self-esteem, helping to provide the confi-
dence he or she needs to tackle whatever seems difficult. Children will be more willing to listen and understand how 
to correct adverse behaviours if their dignity is intact.

2. Punishing a child is not as effective as using praise and rewards. Rather than focusing on weaknesses, find ways to 
assist your child in developing to his or her full potential. When encouraged, children will acquire talents to compen-
sate for any deficiencies.

3. Avoid negative emotional reactions, such as anger, sarcasm, and ridicule. If your child has problems with control, 
negativity will only make him or her feel worse. Use short and mild suggestions to remind your child to focus, like 
“P.A.” for “pay attention.”

4. Don’t compare siblings. If a child thinks his or her brother or sister is favoured, it can create a rivalry that may last 
the rest of their lives and cause problems in your family. Make sure your children know that they are loved equally.

5. Get support if you need it. Life with children is a roller coaster ride. Understanding that there will be negative 
aspects to child-rearing and getting some professional advice when necessary will help you maintain your sanity and 
enjoy the experience.

6. Children need positive attention. If they do not receive positive attention from family, they may choose to seek 
out negative attention. This is because negative attention is still attention, and any attention is better than being 
ignored. Remember to communicate with your child. Love and care are the greatest healers.

7. Monitor your child’s use of the internet. The stuff children can access online can be dangerous. Get a program that 
will let you see the web sites they visit and monitor their chats.

8. Accept that life changes when you have a child. Lazy Saturday mornings in bed are replaced by football matches 
and dance lessons.

9. Parent by example. Think of your children as little copy machines who will mimic everything you do. If you behave 
badly, you are giving them permission to act in the same ways. Check in with yourself, and don’t lose it in front of the 
children.

10. Don't give up on your child, ever! All of your child's problems can be worked through with humour, goodwill, and 
perseverance. With proper parental support, even the most troublesome teens can become amazing people.

The mystery of what your children will be and how you can affect that outcome is what family life is all about. Give 
all you can, keep your calm, and be consistent. The results and your own joy will surprise and reward you.

Mr Sloman
Deputy Head
Head of Care and Achievement
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It has been fantastic this week to visit all the Lower School Forms with Mr Elwers in order to take 
photos for the inter-form Christmas selfie competition! From Christmas lights to turkey hats...I 
have seen it all!  I am looking forward to judging the Form who have displayed the most Christmas 

cheer and presenting prizes in our celebration assembly next week.  I have also been sent many 
comments from staff about wonderful displays of Year 7 merit and character in, and out, of lessons 
this term. It will be my pleasure to share these next week with pupils as we come together to look 
back on the term.

Christmas, while being a time of great excitement and fun, can also be incredibly difficult for some and, with this 
in mind, I will be sharing the message below as we prepare for two weeks off with friends and family.  I am so 
proud of the caring ethos we cultivate at Woldgate School, and I know you will join with me in sharing the same 
sentiment with pupils.  Christmas is so much more than the giving and receiving of gifts - it is about showing 
compassion and kindness to some of the most vulnerable in our society.  I wish you all a very happy and safe 
Christmas and I look forward to seeing Lower School pupils in the new year.

loWeR ScHool

Mrs  a Minton
Head of Lower scHooL

Mrs Minton Writes:
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We have made it through the Autumn term! I would like to thank the families and staff for 
their support with all of the extra-curricular activities that have been in place, to support 
the Upper School pupils. We have heard from the Year 11s, who have engaged well in the 

Woldgate Tutorials, how beneficial these have been, but more importantly, how grateful they are, to 
the staff who have supported them with this. It is with much pride that we can report, how well the 
Year 11s have started their Mock Exams. We have issued most of the revision guides to Year 11s and 
we expect that, as previously noted, that they are following a well-planned programme of revision. 
The exams continue into next week and results will be issued in the January.

The Year 11s have now had their IAG and Progress interviews with Form Tutors and have laid the foundations for 
an informed and smoother pathway into their Key Stage 5 Options. I would just like to remind Year 11 Parents and 
Carers that the first round of Sixth Form applications from our current Year 11 are due on 14th of December and 
we will be building provisional option blocks based on these applications in the following weeks. We will accept 
applications from pupils after Christmas but it is important to note that from January the subject pools will have 
been constructed and the combinations of subjects that your child can select from will be set based on those early 
applications. Consequently, pupils applying early have the highest chance of being able to follow their chosen 
subjects.

 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]
 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]
 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]

It is with great anticipation that we look forward to the Church Services 
on Wednesday. Year 10s have chosen two Charities to support this year; 
the Autism Angels and Team Trees. Below is a copy of the beautiful card 
designed by the Form Representatives and we look forward to all the lovely 
messages that each Form Group will be leaving in the church.

On behalf of the Upper School Team, I would like to extend our best wishes 
to all the families and we hope that you get the opportunity to spend time 
with your loved ones. Have a lovely and restful break.

Mrs i atkinson
Head of Upper scHooL

UPPeR ScHool Mrs Atkinson Writes:
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Next week sees the submission of the majority of our UCAS applications for our Year 13 with some 
very exciting applications underway.  It is wonderful to see the selection of courses that students are 
following: this year Law, Medicine, Physics, and Engineering have been popular choices but we have 

also seen students involved in Business and enterprise enrichment following their passions and taking courses 
in the field of Business and Economics.  Elsewhere it is pleasing to see a strong uptake for the Arts, including a 
number of applications for Film and Journalism.  We are delighted to see offers already being made and this, 
I know, can alleviate the pressure for students as they consider their next steps as well as focus them on the 
steps necessary to achieve their entry requirements.

If your child is applying to university for next year, please do remind them that while the final UCAS deadline is shortly after 
Christmas, putting in the work to finalise their applications before Christmas is the best course of action as it allows ample 
time for their application to be checked by Woldgate staff – we are keen to offer as much support as possible to help them 
with this potentially stressful process – and also means they can relax over Christmas knowing that this task is completed.

The first round of Sixth Form applications from our current Year 11 are also due on the 14th of December and we will be 
building provisional option blocks based on these applications in the following weeks.  This is an exciting time for pupils and 
students across school as they secure courses for the next part of their journey.  Through our enrichment time, through their 
STARS lessons, and through information, advice, and guidance in school we wish to ensure all of our young people to feel 
supported at this time.'

 
Mr G davies

Head of cUrricULUM 
and acHieveMent

SiXTH FoRM colleGe Mr Hardie Writes:

Key Dates -Spring Term 1.
Start of term     6th January

Year 7 Parents' Evening    14th January

Year 12 Parents' Evening   22nd January

Year 9 Options Evening    6th February

Year 11 Parents' Evening   13th February 

End of Term     13th February



 
caRe & acHieveMenT co-oRdinaToRS

Mrs r BoUrne

sixtH forM

07790 351276

Mrs r o'Brien

attendance

07983 959031

Mrs c wriGHt

 
Year 10 & 11

07790 351281

Miss s BLack

Year 9

07980 702715

Mr M eLwers

Year 7 & 8

07790 351283

IThe subject of last week’s whole school assembly was “Achievement” and we took as the focus the 
period known at this time of year as Advent. The first Advent calendars were of course the candles 
lit on advent wreaths in the four Sundays before Christmas, but in the 1900s they became more 

commercialised as little pictures were added to Christmas images and often incorporated sweets and 
biscuits. More recently, Advent calendars have become very extravagant with a range of gifts on offer 
each day: there is even a Cheese or a Slime Advent calendar on sale this year!

I love Christmas; it is my favourite time of year and I shared with the pupils how excited I get about the first 
Christmas adverts especially Kevin the Carrot and the John Lewis offering each year. Of course, the adverts and 
the Advent calendar help us to be prepared for Christmas, as we know thought and time goes into making a 

successful event whatever the occasion.

Preparation is key to achievement, too. As the Year 11s and 13s approached their Mock exams, it was important 
to think about not only revision preparation, but also how to keep healthy minds and prepare bodies for the 
demands of exams in order to achieve their best.

The rest of school had preparation to do, too; we practised the carols for the Christmas services on 18th 
December 2019 at All Saint’s Church and introduced the two charities which we will be supporting and 
chosen by Y10: Autism Angels, a local charity which uses equestrianism to help families who need support 

with autism and Team Trees which is a global project to plant 20 billion trees by 2020.

I love Christmas; it is my favourite time of year and I shared with the pupils how excited I get about the first Christmas 
adverts especially Kevin the Carrot and the John Lewis offering each year. Of course, the adverts and the Advent 
calendar help us to be prepared for Christmas, as we know thought and time goes into making a successful event 
whatever the occasion.

Preparation is key to achievement, too. As the Year 11s and 13s approached their Mock exams, it was important to 
think about not only revision preparation, but also how to keep healthy minds and prepare bodies for the demands 
of exams in order to achieve their best.

The rest of school had preparation to do, too; we practised the carols for the Christmas services on 18th December 
2019 at All Saint’s Church and introduced the two charities which we will be supporting and chosen by Y10: Autism 
Angels, a local charity which uses equestrianism to help families who need support with autism and Team Trees 
which is a global project to plant 20 billion trees by 2020.

I hope that you have a Happy Christmas and that all your preparations go to plan.

The subject of last week’s whole school assembly was “Achievement” and we took as the focus 
the period known at this time of year as Advent. The first Advent calendars were of course 
the candles lit on advent wreaths in the four Sundays before Christmas, but in the 1900s 

they became more commercialised as little pictures were added to Christmas images and often 
incorporated sweets and biscuits. More recently, Advent calendars have become very extravagant 
with a range of gifts on offer each day: there is even a Cheese or a Slime Advent calendar on sale this 
year!

Mrs s GearY

Head of incLsUion 
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